LG Top load fuzzy logic washing machine DE problem. Solved my problem by fixing the magnet with glue and error DE disappeared. This error code on the display. Here is information that will assist you in identifying what may be making your Samsung washer display an error code. Identifying what the error or fault code is.

Thank you for purchasing this Samsung product. Congratulations on your new Samsung Washer. Your new washing machine makes washing clothes easy, using Samsung’s “Fuzzy Control.”

If the washing machine was damaged during shipping or you do not have all of the remaining wash cycle time, all washing information and error messages will be lost.

Code No. 4C suggests that the washer was damaged during shipping. Code No. E9 suggests that the line is getting clogged. The filter pulls out (see user manual for more information).

E9 suggests that the line is getting clogged. The filter pulls out (see user manual for more information).


My Samsung fuzzy logic washing machine does not spin or dry clothes. Continuous beep.

A DE Error Code is indicative of a “Door Error.” This indicates:

1. Door ajar
2. Door locked
3. Door open

Defy Appliances Washer DAW 365 Defy Automaid My defy maximaid 850 washing machine makes strange sounds. I get an E5 or ES error code. The third video of Fuzzy Logic weight times, this time more comprehensible with times of all.

WF70F5E2W2X 7kg Washing Machine in Chrome with...
My front load washer just threw a “3E - High current detected” error code and I found a thread that relates to this issue: Samsung Washing Machine 3E error Doesn’t really give you a warm-and-fuzzy feeling about appliances these days. IFB Top Loading washing machines come with a range of features and capacities to meet any household washing requirement.

Guidance for LG Automatic Washing Machine (Hindi) (1080p HD) - Duration: 8:37 by Sukhdev.

If the smartphone fails to recognize the error code more than twice, please enter the machine makes washing clothes easy, using Samsung’s “Fuzzy Control”.

washing machine. for Rs 13,000 to Rs18,000 and new generation fuzzy logic machines come for above Rs18,000. Samsung has a market share of 14%. market share analysis LG(27%) whirlpool(17%) This is because of the technical fault that the machine in question is a model which cant be opened from inside.

Washing machine displays a UE or DC Error Code. Last Update date : 2015.06.26. The UE error code indicates that the laundry load is unbalanced. Redistribute.